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ABSTRACT
In developing the next-generation fighting vehicle, a modular and open vehicle architecture was adopted in an attempt to
better manage the increasing integration risk during the development phase and to facilitate insertion of new enabling
technologies for future capability exploration. This architectural design was later aligned to the Interoperable Open
Architecture (IOA) which has attracted growing interest among militaries around the world in recent years for the management
and integration of increasingly complex systems for land platforms. The IOA advocates a common, scalable, flexible, open
and connected architecture for the land platform infrastructure and associated human machine interface. This is a paradigm
shift from the tried-and-tested “bolt-on” approach, where the subsystems are standalone and usually integrated point-topoint. This article presents the architectural considerations for the vehicle electronics design and architecture of the nextgeneration land fighting vehicle, the impetus towards an open and modular IOA, and the associated challenges.
Keywords: integrated crew station, next-generation fighting vehicle, vehicle electronics architecture, interoperable open
architecture, vetronics architecture

INTRODUCTION
Next-generation armoured fighting vehicles are expected to
have a more integrated and networked weapon sensor suite to
achieve dominance and victory in future battlefields. The risk
of increasing integration complexities as a result of integrating
multiple sensors and weapons as well as the need to facilitate
insertions of new technologies have led to the adoption of a
modular open vehicle electronics architectural design over the
conventional “bolt-on” integration approach. This adoption
is essential for the management of integration risks and
enhancements of system responses to changing requirements
and technologies.

INTEGRATED CREW STATION
The next-generation fighting vehicle will see multiple platform
subsystems being integrated together to enable more
battlefield information to be collated and presented to the
crew. An integrated crew station, as illustrated in Figure 1, was
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envisaged for the crew to interact with all the subsystems via
a common and robust interface. This will shield the system
complexities away from the crew and reduce the associated
training requirements.
System integration complexities have increased many folds
in future fighting vehicles with more system interfaces and
information that need to be integrated and presented to the
crew. The challenge in system integration lies in the need for
interoperability among independently developed systems. With
the prevalence of vendor proprietary interfaces and protocols,
integration issues such as incompatible interfaces and mutual
interference are far more likely to happen. All these difficulties
lead to complex interface development and have contributed
to the longer design and development time. The need to
replicate interfaces across the different crew stations to enable
role inter-changeability and redundancy further complicates
cabling routing. The traditional “bolt-on” approach is no longer
feasible and new integration approaches to deal with these
challenges need to be established.

Figure 1. Integrated crew station

TRADITIONAL “BOLT-ON”
APPROACH, ITS LIMITATIONS AND
IMPLICATIONS
The “bolt-on” approach where individual subsystems are
acquired and integrated into the platform has been adopted
in many land platform developments in the past when system
integration was much simpler. However, this approach resulted
in exponential growth in complexity over time with the increased
number of subsystems on board. Problems with size, weight,

power and cooling (SWaP-C) within the land platforms have
also become persistent.
In addition, such piecemeal but tightly coupled integration
would reduce flexibility when it comes to technology insertion
and obsolescence management. The “closed” system design
and interfaces complicated integration design and usually led
to a lock-in with the original supplier for downstream system
maintenance, logistics and upgrades. The problems associated
with “bolt-on” integration are illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Today’s problem with bolt-on integration
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MODULAR OPEN VEHICLE
ELECTRONICS ARCHITECTURE
A systematic methodological approach to modularise the
vehicle electronics architecture (VEA) for the next-generation
fighting vehicle was adopted to drive an integrated crew station
concept with usability central to the design of user tasks and
workflows to simplify operational processes. The approach
modularised the VEA for the next-generation fighting vehicle
and is guided by the following basic principles:
a) Modular Design – breaking capabilities into modular and
independent building blocks to better manage integration risks
b) Scalability – possessing an open backbone infrastructure
that has the capacity for growth to explore new technologies
and capabilities
c) Portability – adopting open interface standards to facilitate
technology insertion such as upgrades, updates, repairs, and
the replacement, removal and addition of components
d) Interoperability – adopting open interface standards and
data models to facilitate interoperability between components

e) Extensibility – use of adaptors and interface middleware
to extend components across different architectures
Systems within the platform were categorised into building
blocks based on their functional domains such as Automotive,

Surveillance, Command and Control (C2) as well as requirements
(time critical or non-time critical). Within the functional blocks,
appropriate open bus interface standards with wide adoption
for similar functional application in commercial and military
industries were adopted. This would better enable the
leverage of fast technology development driven by the mass
market demand and avoid incurring unnecessary engineering
resources and cost to develop proprietary or customised
solutions. A common intra-platform data bus enabled the
sharing of information across the various functional blocks with
gateway equipment to mediate between different interfacing
protocols.
The intra-platform data bus adopted the open IEEE 802.3
Ethernet standard to enable a wired local area network
for high speed broadband text, video and imagery data
exchanges across the functional blocks within the platform.
The maturity, scalability and wide adoption of the IEEE 802.3
Ethernet standard in many domains were key factors in its
adoption. These factors enable huge open-source engineering
resources to be tapped on to manage integration issues
and shorten learning curve and development lead time. The
intra-platform data bus facilitates the exchange of battlefield
and system status information among the platform’s crew.
Platform information that is required to be shared with other
vehicles such as fuel, ammo and defects will be sent to the
Battlefield Management System (BMS) computer via the intraplatform data bus for dissemination through the C2 network, as
illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Functional block of VEA
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A weapon bus provides robust and deterministic low latency
link for time critical sensor-shooter information exchanges.
Separated from the common data bus, the weapon bus offers
a dedicated channel to ensure timely exchanges of sensorshooter information that will not suffer interference from other
intra-platform data exchanges (see Figure 4). Nodes joining the
time critical net and message exchanges are tightly governed to
ensure optimal timely performance. The modular and decoupling
design of sensor/weapon and C2 systems facilitates ease of
insertion of new subsystems and/or replacement of obsolete
subsystems as the impact of the changes will not ripple across
the entire network but be contained within the functional
local network. With the interface protocols and data model
between interface mediator (e.g. Weapon Interface Module)
and respective subsystems remaining intact, any subsystem
changes on one side of the network will be transparent to the
subsystems on the other sides.
The Controller Area Network (CAN) is a bus standard widely
adopted in automotive industries that connects automotive
subsystems together. With most of the automotive subsystems
already installed in the CAN bus interface, the architecture
enables new or replacement subsystems to be connected
without any additional customisation. Information on
transmission and engine status is broadcast via the CAN bus to
the crew stations. The status information can then be translated
by the Digital Vehicle Interface Module (DVIM) which acts as

the mediator, and routed to the BMS via the intra-platform
data bus for processing and sharing with other platforms. The
power bus module (PBM), on the other hand, manages the
power supply via the CAN bus. As seen in Figure 5, operators
can control the power switches of the various systems from the
crew stations via the CAN bus.
The Video Control Unit (VCU) processes the video feeds from
all camera sources and distributes them to the crew stations
within the vehicle via a dedicated video bus. Video from
mission critical sensors such as the Independent Commander
Sight and Gun Sight are connected directly to the crew stations
to ensure mission continuity in the event of failure of the VCU
as shown in Figure 6.
The modular design enables a more effective and efficient
testing of the integration design between subsystems. The
system is able to organise into functional modules for fault
isolation. Defective modules can be isolated promptly and
rectified while other tests are being conducted concurrently.
The decoupling of modules via mediators prevents the potential
implications of system patches promulgating throughout the
entire system. This facilitates the application of system patches
without the need for extensive regression testing. New sensor
subsystems have been introduced and successfully integrated
with the platform network through the reuse of relevant interface
modules and data models.

Figure 4. Weapon bus for time critical exchanges
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Figure 5. Automotive data bus for automotive status exchanges

Figure 6. Video distribution within platform

The plug-and-play concept cannot be realised fully due to the
lack of standards in data connectors and data models used
in subsystems and data terminals. With the system’s original
equipment manufacturers free to choose their connector (and
pin) implementation, replacement of subsystem will also likely
need to re-lay new harnesses. New or replacement subsystems
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will require non-recurring engineering effort to translate and
process the new data model. A standardised connector and
data model will also be needed to realise a complete plugand-play and interoperable architecture, but this would require
the industries to converge to a common standard which is a
broader industry issue.

INTEROPERABLE OPEN ARCHITECTURE FOR LAND PLATFORMS

INTEROPERABLE OPEN
ARCHITECTURE
The Interoperable Open Architecture (IOA), inaugurated in 2010,
is a System-of-Systems (SoS) architecture based on open
standards. It aims to enable interoperability among subsystems
and applications built and procured at different times. Open
standards enable defence procurement agencies to mandate
architecture, while interoperability is seen as the cornerstone
of IOA. Both the UK Ministry of Defence (MOD) and the US
Department of Defense (DoD), in their respective programme
developments, have identified controlling and speaking a
common data language as the key to achieving openness and
interoperability. They advocate building a common data model
which not only encapsulates the language for communicating
between applications and subsystems, but also the semantic
meaning of the data. This data model would be captured in a
system data dictionary which defines the content and context
of the data as it is transmitted between systems.
From system development and integration perspectives, the
IOA will bring about the following benefits to the development
of future fighting vehicles:
a) Technical Flexibility – IOA will enable more rapid and costeffective integration as well as the upgrade and obsolescence
management of increasingly complicated land systems:
i.

Commonality and Scalability. IOA will enable the building
of small to very large SoS from simpler, reusable and
interchangeable subsystems. The open interfacing and
data exchange standards as well as the modular
architectural approach provide areas of commonality
to facilitate the connecting of tried and proven subsystem
components to deliver new capabilities and meet new
requirements.

ii. Reduced Engineering Risk and Cost. Through the alleviation
of complexities and reuse of common components,
engineering know-how and lessons learnt from past
developments can be utilised to lower integration risks and
shorten development time.
iii. Leverage Commercial Innovations. The use of open
standards and modular design enables the tapping of
innovation and creativity in the commercial market and
facilitates the integration of the latest and most relevant
commercial technologies into the military context. This also
poses lower risk and shorter development time.

b) Operational Flexibility – The technical flexibility provided
by IOA enables fast configuration of available subsystems and
the insertion of new subsystems to meet rapidly changing
operational requirements, thereby enhancing operational
flexibility in response to new and evolving threats.
c) Vendor Agnostic – Eliminates single vendor lock-in and
potentially increases competition by lowering barriers to entry
and achieves more competitive pricing through an enlarged
supplier community.

JOURNEY INTO INTEROPERABLE
OPEN ARCHITECTURE
Defence IQ’s1 inaugural Interoperable Open Architecture Event
held in UK in 2010 brought key IOA protagonists together for
the first time and allowed the UK MOD and the US DoD – the
early proponents of IOA – to exchange ideas and views on how
to achieve a truly open, scalable and interoperable architecture.
Today, significant progress can be seen in the field of IOA, with
programmes and standards groups around the world working
towards shaping a new procurement model anchored on the
principles of an open, modular and scalable architecture. Key
IOA programs include the US DoD’s VICTORY, the UK MOD’s
Generic Vehicle Architecture (GVA), NATO IST-090 and Open
Group’s Future Airborne Capability Environment consortium.

UK GENERIC VEHICLE
ARCHITECTURE
GVA2 is one of the three platform views3 categorised under
the UK MOD’s Land Open System Architecture4 that
addresses systems integration and interoperability in the land
domain within the context of a deployed brigade. GVA, which
is an open, modular and scalable generic vehicle architecture
standard (UK Def Stan 23-09) developed in conjunction with the
industry, was built on previous work done in the Vehicle System
Integration and Vehicle Technology Integration Demonstrator
programmes (see Figure 7). The scope of GVA includes:
a) a common power infrastructure design to facilitate
portability of subsystem
b) a common crew station human machine interface to
improve usability and minimise operator training
c) a common electronics infrastructure to facilitate
interoperability and portability by specifying vehicle network
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Figure 7. Def Stan 23-09 GVA

and connectors, and middleware specification to enable
modularity and plug-and-play solution
d) a Health Usage Monitoring System to gather, process,
display and export vehicular status data
For network communications, GVA mandates the use of
middleware to provide a common communication backbone.
The middleware is based on Data Distribution Service5 (DDS)
messaging protocol and DDS wire protocol. DDS is an open
standard released by the Object Management Group, a
systems software standards organisation.
Data can be converted by using adapters or bridges for legacy
or commercial subsystems that do not adopt DDS. In some
military vehicles, engine and other commercial off-the-shelf
subsystems communicate through the CAN bus. It will not
be cost effective to modify these components as it will incur
unnecessary development cost and the continued supply of
customised components may not be assured. In such cases,
the platform control unit will be used as a bridge between the
CAN bus and DDS where most platform information will be
shared with the various computers.
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Besides infrastructure and communication, an essential part of
GVA is the Land Data Model. It defines the connective and data
exchange requirements between subsystems on a platform.
A common data model understood by all will enable system
reconfiguration, replacement, technology insertion and system
portability across different platform variants with minimal
integration work.
GVA is owned by the UK MOD but is currently limited to
within the vehicle, which means that it mandates the common
interfaces, wire and message protocols for all electronics on
board the platform. The first version6 was released in August
2010 and has been implemented on the FOXHOUND and SV
Scout7 platforms. The standard has been updated regularly
since its release and many European nations are making
references to GVA. France’s Scorpion Experimentation, for
example, adopted GVA to manage system complexity and
enable system flexibility and scalability. Under Military Vetronics
Association8, a GVA Working group has been set up to explore
the development of a multi-national GVA and possibly a NATO
Standardisation Agreement on the basis of GVA.
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US VICTORY ARCHITECTURE
The VICTORY Architecture was initiated by the US DoD to
adopt the open system development approach with the
objective of delivering more technical flexibility and scalability
in future land platform development as well as creating a
more level competition environment within the US industry
for future procurement. The VICTORY architecture framework
puts in place a common data bus infrastructure to host a set
of sharable components, services and interface standards for
the integration of C4ISR/EW and Vetronics subsystems within
the land platform. The scope of the VICTORY Architecture
includes:
a) enabling subsystems integration that is centred around a
common data bus (Gigabyte Ethernet)
b) minimising hardware by deploying sharable software
component onto a common platform
c) adopting open interface standards and data bus services
between subsystem components
d) building sharable hardware and software Information
Assurance components
VICTORY specifications were developed and are currently
maintained by a government-industry standards body
comprising three specification working groups (WG). They
are the Information Assurance WG, Data Bus WG and
Application Interfaces WG. VICTORY Architecture version 1.0
was published on 29 July 2011 and was made available for
download from the VICTORY Army Knowledge Online9 portal.
However, access was not available for public domain outside
the US.
Full interoperability between GVA and VICTORY will take
some years of convergence and development. However,
the VICTORY compliant system can still be integrated and
operated with a GVA based system – and vice versa – through
the use of middleware.

WAY AHEAD AND CHALLENGES
Both the GVA and VICTORY IOAs have articulated the benefits
of system engineering and acquisition perspectives. The

policies of procurement authorities will help to drive the
industries towards more standardisation. The fundamental
engineering motivation is very much aligned with the design
considerations for the prototype development of the nextgeneration fighting vehicle and there are many architectural
similarities between GVA and its VEA. The inauguration of
the IOA has shaped the way ahead for future fighting vehicle
development and the VEA design for the next-generation
fighting vehicle prototype will continue to be refined towards
openness and interoperability, making references to the GVA
and VICTORY standards where relevant. The development of
VEA will continue working on two areas. One area will be in
the adoption of open standard DDS to facilitate more seamless
and flexible information exchanges within the interchangeable
crew stations. The other area will be in the formulation of a
common data model to ensure interoperability.
The success of land platform IOA will hinge on the policies of
the procurement authority for the architecture compliance and
the adoption of the standards by the industries. It is anticipated
that the industry will continue to develop its own proprietary
systems to safeguard the prospects of future work without
any definite policies from the procurement authority. The
responsibility of the IOA implementation and system integration
will reside with the industry and therefore a wholehearted buyin for the IOA from the industry is important in order to meet the
objectives of IOA. The industry has been building its internal
integrated capabilities for obvious commercial and through-life
programme revenue reasons. For the industry to open up and
share information, the level of openness should be set at a level
that can be sustained in a commercial environment where the
benefits of open architectures can be ported to the industry’s
commercially oriented systems and products.
Details of the system interfacing design can be made known
to many with the adoption of open standards and a common
data model. Openness, while allowing more vendors to create
a healthy competition, could expose potential vulnerability to
malicious hacking. Researchers funded by the US Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency have demonstrated
the ability to hack into a Toyota Prius via the open standard
onboard diagnostics port and gain control over the vehicle.
With more electronic connections and software automation
inside future fighting vehicles, the security concerns arising
from the adoption of open standards will need to be suitably
addressed.
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CONCLUSION

ENDNOTES

Shifting away from the conventional “bolt-on” approach, the
IOA promises to meet the demands of the warfighter for leaner
and better systems while reducing costs for initial delivery and
logistical support as well as enhancing the pace of through-life
upgrades.

1

The US DoD and the UK MOD have taken the lead in defining
the IOA in their respective programmes and are guiding the
industry to align to the IOA landscape through official policies.
IOA and open standards will enable militaries to leverage the
open market’s innovation and competition to acquire better
technologies at a more cost-effective price to deliver new
capabilities.
For the Army, the journey towards modular open VEA started
early with the prototype development of the next-generation
fighting vehicle. The inauguration of the IOA since 2010 has
reinforced the way ahead for the VEA and will continue to refine
the current architectural design in the prototype.
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		Defence IQ is an international online community dedicated
to providing information regarding current military and defence
issues.
2

		GVA is available for download at http://www.dstan.mod.uk/
standards/defstans/. Registration for access is required.
3

		Three platform views are formulated under the Land Open
System Architecture (LOSA) – Generic Vehicle Architecture
(GVA), Generic Soldier Architecture (GSA) and Generic Base
Architecture (GBA). The three views will address integration
and interoperability issues for force level capabilities delivered
by a brigade. GSA and GBA are still work in progress.
4

		LOSA is an open, service based architecture for systems
integration and interoperability in land domain to deliver
coherent force elements.
5

		DDS specifications are publicly available at http://portals.
omg.org/dds/content/page/specifications.
6

		A future release of LOSA is expected to address
interoperability within the land domain.
7

FOXHOUND and SV Scout are developed by General
Dynamics UK.

8

		Military Vetronics Association is an independent joint
industry and government group comprising representatives
from twelve NATO and PFP Nations.
9

		Registration is required for Army Knowledge Online access.
A sponsor is required to create a guest account for contractors
and non-US civilians.
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